
January 23, 2012 
Burning Question 
 
Justin Yankton's trial was moved from last week over to this week. He's another 
one on trial for ripping off the LIHEP, Fuel Assistance Program.  This follows the 
trial, conviction and laughable fine (a fraction of what was stolen in fuel alone) of 
Carl Walkingeagle.  
 
People are figuring out that it cost more to investigate the theft of fuel than will 
ever be recouped by the fines or penalties meted out by very lenient judges who 
seem to feel that the wealthiest Indians stealing from the poorest Indians in their 
own tribe, is just a minor offense.  
 
So, with the trial coming up on Justin, and him being reinstated and put on paid 
leave, after being paid back pay for being arrested, and the Tribe paying for his 
attorney's fees, the burning question is this: Will he get the same slap on the 
wrist as Carl Walkingeagle? Or much less, because he was stealing for far fewer 
years than was Carl? Will he be lucky enough to pull that judge that seems to 
really like the corrupt? Or will he get a real judge and a real penalty?  
 
If he gets a real judge and a real penalty, how is that fair, in comparison to the 
laughable 'justice' handed out to Walkingeagle? Remember: Walkingeagle 
involved about 9 members of his family (if not more).  
 
Does the Law mean anything to the judges? It surely is just a joke to the corrupt 
who have been robbing the tribe blind, almost faster than the money can come in 
from State and Federal grants.  
 
Somewhere, there is a home, actually, more like 60 homes, that are going 
without heat in this bitter cold North Dakota winter, while the fat cats that rub 
elbows and grease palms of the Justice System, snuggle warmly either in their 
beds, or in some first class hotel the Tribe pays for when they travel.  
 
These freezing cold homes have children and elders in them. They have sick 
people in them. But, none of that will matter to judges, who have never in their 
whole lives, gone without a meal, been cold in their homes, or had to listen to 
their hungry, cold children cry themselves to sleep.  
 
LIHEP was but one of many programs that have been routinely, and always 
raided at Spirit Lake Nation. Social Services just went through an audit. The State 
had to be humiliated into actually performing an audit. Although it sounds fierce 
to know that Rod Cavenaugh, Dennis Meier, or that murderer you elected as your 
chairman could not prevent the State from demanding the files for audit... many 
are suspicious that despite the evidence of fraud, falsification, embezzlement, the 
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State will, in the end, issue some lame statement such as:  
 
"There were big problems in the Tribe's operating their Social Services 
department... but... it's all cleared up now so we are closing the books. Thanks. 
Bye."  
 
Why? Because anything the State finds will lead to more and more and more 
things the State should have been looking at for decades, but no one in the State 
ever bothered to do their job. Always nice to claim "Sovereignty" as the excuse 
for never looking-- but those of us who know, know that anytime State funds are 
used in any community, the STATE has an obligation to oversee how those funds 
are being used and to ensure that TAX PAYER DOLLARS are not being abused.  
 
The state has known, but not known, about the abuses and shameful neglect of 
the children out at SLN. They have known because they have heard about it-- 
from this blog, *waves Hello* and from people desperate to prevent child abuse 
or to get services for children who needed it.  
 
But, not wanting to rock the boat, they have been content to keep shoveling 
millions of dollars over the years, into a pit that created more and more corruption 
while more and more children paid the price. Some, with their lives. Others, with 
damage done that of course, we can all see later on when we find them all grown 
up and on the streets.  But, we will just resent that Indians don't know how to 
raise their children, and write them off.  
 
How much could we save ourselves 5, 10, 20 years from now if we just invested 
in oversight of how the money is being used now? Imagine if it was not okay to 
abuse, rape, starve children? Imagine how, if the State followed up on crimes 
they know are happening-- or should know if they did their job, and at risk 
children, or disabled children actually had a chance to thrive? Maybe even 
become educated and productive?  
 
Would less crime in the surrounding area be worth it to you? Or shall we just 
keep sweeping this under the rug? There is no more room under the rug. There 
are too many broken lives and dead children under that rug.  
 
Kevin made a fortune for himself from doing as he pleased with the funds... and 
then just left his pals, the ones who helped him cover the crap, holding the bag. 
He's scurried on back to the ex-wife. And from the big smile on her face, he must 
have brought a truckload of cash with him.  
 
Big Spenders are looked at with some sort of respect by the State and the 
Justice System. The Feds have gone through quite a dance, but I really don't 
expect anything to come of what they found -- even less over the things they 
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have ignored.  
 
I heard that there were several boxes of credit cards found recently. Just as I 
have been telling you for years, there are people who have access to Tribal 
Enrollment and Employee records and they have been getting credit cards issued 
in those names, whether it be an Elder, a newborn child, or someone who has 
been working their ass off to make ends meet... thousands of cards have been 
issued to people who never applied for them... and they are cashed out, 
defaulted on, leaving whomever has had their credit ruined, completely in the 
dark-- until they get a threatening letter from a bank, or try to establish credit on 
down the line and realize they are in hock up to seven generations and never 
spent a dime.  
 
By now, the Feds could, especially with credit card fraud, have started a RICO 
investigation. But, hey, they are working really hard to try and make it all 
minimized and go away. Maybe bring a lightweight case before a judge, with a 
wink and nod, a slap on the wrist, wrap it up, everyone go home, nothing to see 
here.  
 
But, there is something to see. You just have to know where to look.  
 
Last week, a home burned down in St. Mikes. The home housed 12 people. 
Ronnie and Johanna Hunt and their family.  Ronnie is undergoing dialysis. The 
family could not afford heat and could not afford power because someone in 
Social Services failed to recognize serious need. No one in Tribal Council stood 
up to get them services. Not medical, not General Assistance, now power bill, not 
fuel.  
 
One of the children knocked over a candle. They all got out alive, but what little 
they had-- is gone. The clothes on their backs is all. Nightgowns.  
 
I am sure the tribe is putting them up at the hotel in the casino now. Maybe they 
will have to pay the hotel bill and maybe not. It depends on how greedy the 
Casino, The Chairman and the Housing director are.  
 
The shortage on housing has been one of the most visible indicators of 
corruption to anyone in State of Federal Government who would bother to look.  
 
All the housing funds went into the purchase of 20 trailers-- with no street to put 
them on, no hook-ups for power, sewage or anything... but a good friend of 
people in Tribal Council got over $1Million from that deal. A man who was kicked 
out of his own tribe for corruption. Not sure how much was kicked back to the 
Tribal Council members who put that through, but those trailers, pathetic tin cans 
that they are, are rotting, empty.  
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A family has been burned out and left with nothing. And I guarantee you that 
tonight, as the wind blows cold through North Dakota, there are more families, 
jammed into fewer square feet than a first class hotel room rented for Tribal 
Councilors on a Vegas Rodeo jaunt... and somewhere, freezing cold and with no 
light, someone may knock over a candle... and no one in Tribal Council, no one 
in Social Services, no one in the State and no one in the Federal Government will 
even notice.  
 
Worst of all, no one sitting on the Judge's bench in any court where Justin 
Yankton is being tried, will care. In fact, they will probably all go out to lunch 
together after the trial and have a few laughs.  
 
Using 'sovereignty' as the excuse for allowing, nay, funding the corruption that 
abuses children, puts families in the cold, takes food from the Elders, and steals 
all hope for the future, is abominable.  Clearly, Indians cannot expect any better 
from their government.  
 
Apparently, neither can we. Not on their behalf nor our own. We are all Indians 
now. Only some of us are paying for abuse and corruption while others just sit 
back, in their offices, look out the window and plan what they will do on the 
weekend. Meanwhile, take a look at how Indians are treated by the very 
government we elect, appoint, and pay for. Is that really how you want your tax 
dollars spent?  
 
Ask why, when Steven Bruce Cartier was caught with more than 1 million child 
porn images on his computer, did the USAG's office not pursue any leads to any 
of the people whom he worked with (several level 3 Registered Sex Offenders), 
and no one that he dealt with and traded with on the Internet? Why did they 
assume he did it all on his own? Would that even be possible?  
 
My suspicion is this: They dropped that case because it would lead to people in 
high places-- and people in low places who had people in high places either on 
the payroll-- or by the short hairs.  Nature abhors a vacuum. That case has left a 
giant sucking sound, that should have pulled in a lot of big fish-- but yielded only 
one minnow.  
 
Is the FBI in Grand Forks, and perhaps elsewhere, so invested in protecting the 
Turdclan, and their own butts from the crimes they committed in framing 11-19 
people for Eddie's murder, that they dare not allow one thread of crime to lead 
back to the rope factory that is Turdclan?  
 
Poopsie always said that if he goes down, he will take everyone with him. And he 
will. FBI, USAGs, other people who covered up the murder... he will take them all 
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down. Politicians will not be safe. Everyone, will go down.  
 
Is that why no matter what goes on out there, how horrendous it is, that any 
activity investigated ends up with a cover up, an excuse, a slap on the wrist or 
being ignored altogether? So no one hits that trip wire? How many more crimes, 
more murders and rapes, abuses and embezzlements is government at all levels, 
willing to look the other way and help cover up?  
 
At what point can these people, all of them, continue to look in the mirror and not 
see dead children? How many cannot hear, in the middle of the night, hungry 
spirits rustling through their kitchens... or the sound of mothers weeping? How 
long will all of us: You, me, everyone-- just shrug our shoulders and assume 
there is nothing we can do, no questions we can ask, no demands we can make 
of those we pay to be our leaders and Civil Servants, Judges and investigators?  
 
Are we even Human anymore?  
 
Go take a peek at Justin Yankton's trial. Get a taste of what is going on-- in our 
name. Checked your credit score lately?  Turn off the heat in your house for 24 
hours. Get a ʻfeelʼ for it.  
 
They are not protecting us. They are not protecting Indians. Who, exactly are 
they protecting?  
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


